
Document
(IRPs, PP,
Strategy

Statement...)

Title and number
of the

paragraph/line

Type of motion
(replace, add,

delete,
rephrase, language

correction)
Current text Text with the change

Who
proposes

the
amendment?

“

Strategy statement

Enhancement of CDN’s
internal structure and
transfer of knowledge;

3rd paragraph Replace

Finally, CDN would profit
from additional help and
internal capacity building

Finally, CDN would benefit
from additional help and
internal capacity building

Serbian Green
Youth

 Strategy statement Cooperation
perspectives

Delete

Hereby we'd like to stress
out importance of

cooperation with different
stakeholders on

international (European)
level for entire Network.

CDN is open and responsive
to all initiatives

that correspond to its values,
are within its capacities, and
to the interest and benefit for

its
member organizations and

Eastern Europe

No text Serbian Green
Youth



 IRPs GA announcement and
preparations, 2.2.13 delete

Amendments on the 
documents of CDN, 
applications for new Member
and
Partner organizations and 
Applications for new 
Executive Committee 
members (together
with other necessary 
documents requested in the 
call) can be suggested only 
in written
form by any Member and 
Partner Organization until 
the voting on that certain 
motion.

Amendments on the
documents of CDN, can be
suggested only in written
form by any Member and
Partner Organization until
 the voting on that certain

motion.
Serbian Green

Youth

IRPs
 

GA announcement and
preparations, 2.2.14 Delete

Amendments on the
documents of CDN,
applications for new 

Member and
Partner organizations and

Applications for new
Executive Committee
members (together

with other necessary
documents requested in the

call) will be sent to the
Network at least 10

days before the General
Assembly if sent to the

Secretariat until that point.

Amendments on the
documents of CDN,
applications for new

Member and
Partner organizations and

Applications for new
Executive Committee
members (together

with other necessary
documents requested in the

call) will be sent to the
Network at least 10 days

before the General
Assembly.

Serbian Green
Youth

Political platform
Background, the
1st paragraph

rephrase
After the fall of the

Iron Curtain in
Eastern Europe, this

region has faced

After the fall of the
Iron Curtain and
entering into the
global capitalistic

Serbian Green
Youth



great problems with
the transformation of

their societies
towards modern
democracy and
human rights

principles. The
burden from the

Communist era has
remained a

significant obstacle
to way of thinking

and created number
of problems
escalating

nationalism and
hate. Also, there is a

problem in seeing
Eastern Europe not

as an equal part, but
as the periphery of

Europe.

game, Eastern
Europe has tried to
become an equal
part of Europe.

Being led by the
hegemonic mantras

about moving
towards democratic
societies, in fact has

facing a lot of
obstacles, oblivious
of their systematical

causes, with
tendency to

interpret its failures
as intrinsic features.

This optic fails to
understand how

economical
processes are
translated on

political and social
level, for example in
form of nationalism,
intolerance towards
different minorities
etc. As positioned

on European
periphery, Eastern

Europe shares
consequences of
global crises, but

doesn’t enjoy



benefits of
developed world.  

 

Political platform Background, the
3rd  paragraph

Rephrase Youth is not seen as
an active and equal
actor on political,

social, cultural and
economic spheres: It

is considered as
“future” in shiny

speech, but never as
“present”. Young

people are excluded
from decision-

making process;
they are asked to be
object in the society,

and never the
subject.

Youth is not allowed
to be equal actor on

political, social,
cultural and

economic spheres:
It is considered as
“future” in shiny

speech or as a part
of hierarchical

structure which
should embrace

concept of
leadership as model

where specific
young individuals
“lead” the rest of
youth, obeying

dominant ideology
and never

questioning system.
Young people are

excluded from
decision-making

process or their role
is fictive, because

youth doesn’t have
structural power to
impose its interest.

Serbian Green
Youth



Political platform Ecology Add
New bullet point after point

1.3

New bullet 1.4: 
Ensure that water is 
provided to everybody as a 
free resource and 
fundamental human right.

Serbian Green
Youth

Political platform 1. Ecology 1.10 Rephrase

Make fundamental
changes in people's
attitudes, values,

and ways of
producing and living.

This should be done
by education, youth
events, promoting
active citizenship,
media campaigns,

etc.

Make fundamental
changes in people's
attitudes, values,

and ways of
producing and

living. 

This should be done
by educational
(youth) events,

promotion of active
citizenship,

participation in
democratic

decision-making
processes

maintaining
transparency of

undertaken
measures in politics

and economics,
media campaigns,

etc.

Political platform 2. Economical
Justice

Replace nonresponsible
financial growth is

not acceptable.

Irresponsible Serbian Green 
Youth



Political platform
Non-violence and peace

building Add
New bullet point after point

4.7

New point 4.8: 
We believe that structures 
such as NATO go against 
the
fundamental aim of 
spreading peace. By its 
historical purpose, narrow 
militaristic outlook and 
fundamentally
undemocratic structures, it 
should not be a model for 
the future. We therefore 
think that NATO must be 
dismantled

Serbian Green
Youth

Political platform
3. Social justice,

the 1st paragraph Replace

the search for
maximum short term

profit through
exploitation the race for profit

Serbian Green 
Youth

Political platform 3. 7 Social justice Delete
Actively support LGBTQI

community. No text
Serbian Green

Youth

Political platform 4.1 Rephrase Removing the causes
of war by

understanding and
respecting other

cultures, eradicating
racism, promoting

freedom and
democracy, early
and active conflict

prevention and
ending global

Removing the
causes of war by

stopping battles for
resources,  ending

global poverty,
eradicating racism
and nationalism,

understanding and
respecting other

cultures, promoting
cooperation,

Serbian Green 
Youth



poverty
freedom and
democracy

Political platform 5.1 replace

The fight against
corruption is at the

top of the list of
priorities to achieve

democracy.

Building democratically
controlled and transparent

institutions with power
dispersed among whole

people, instead of
concentrated in hands of

political and economic elite
is key to fight corruption.

Serbian Green 
Youth

Political platform 5.5 Rephrase

That all elected
representatives are
committed to the

principles of
transparency,

truthfulness, and
accountability in

governance.

That all elected
representatives or

delegates are
committed to the

principles of
transparency,

truthfulness, and
accountability in

governance. Serbian Green 
Youth

Political platform 5.7 Replace

In order to build civil
society it is needed

to create more space
for volunteerism and

active citizenship
encouraged by the

legislative
framework.

Civil society, as one aspect
of active citizenship, should
be supported with adequate

legislative framework,
which guarantees

autonomy for civic sector
but also prevents

exploitation of
unemployed/little paid

population through
volunteerism and underpaid

jobs in civic sector.
Serbian Green 
Youth

Political platform 5.8 Delete We demand Serbian Green 
Youth



independent funds
for youth projects,
not state related in
order to build a civil
society so that we

can exchange
experiences with
organisations and
individuals from

different countries.


